
 

 

 
 
 
 
I know, it’s been a while, but we are back – and better than ever!  This has been 

an eventful year.  Our licenses have been retained and we are very grateful to 

Lori Lustig, our lobbyist, who kept us informed and led us in the fight to keep 

our licensure.  We will keep our eyes on the legislature to make sure we get to 

keep our licenses. 

The June conference in Prescott  was well attended.  The scheduled  NCLE 

speaker, Tim Koch, was not able to attend.  He became ill and was admitted to 

the hospital.  We hope he is well and back to work.  We are very grateful to Da-

vid Lipkin who filled in for Tim.  We thank all AADO members for their attend-

ance. 

We now have a new Licensing Board Executive Director for the Arizona State 

Board of Dispensing Opticians.  Megan Darian has taken up the gauntlet from 

Lori Scott, who retired in December 2017.  Be sure to welcome Megan at our 

next conference in the Fall.  Please remember that all licensing renewal activi-

ties with the state will need to be done online at www.do.az.gov.  Mail will no 

longer be an option. 

Our 2018 Fall Educational Conference and Exhibit Hall will be held October 28, 

2018 at the Radisson Suites Tucson.  We are welcoming back Sharon Carter.  

Sharon will be sponsored by Hoya.  AADO will offer CEC’s for ABO/NCLE, COPE, 

CPC, CPOC and AZ Rules & Regulations.  Please sign up online – or call with your 

registration.   

Hope to see you there! 
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AADO  EYEWIRE 

Hello again Eyewire 

recipients 

 

The profession of ophthalmic dispensing is over 250 years old.  The work was 

then, and continues to be, very precise, with modern technology keeping it 

abreast of needs for the twenty first century. 



AADO 

Fall Educational Conference and Exhibit Hall 
Sunday, October 28, 2018 

Tucson, AZ 

Please Welcome Sharon Carter sponsored by Hoya 
Sharon Carter has over 25 years of optometric experience including working in an 
office as an office manager, sales and training for an optometric software company, 
to consulting for private practices.  She started her own consulting company, Eye 
Care Optometric Consulting (ECOC) in 2001 and personally consults in offices all 
over the country spreading her teambuilding philosophy.  She is very energetic and 
enthusiastic and for more than 15 years has been speaking and motivating staff at 
state association meetings, national and international conferences sharing her 
company’s  philosophy of “provide the best patient care possible and the money 
will follow.” 

2018 AADO Fall Educational Conference Schedule 
A Special Thanks to AADO Speakers and Sponsors 

Sharon Carter  David Lipkin, LDO Walman Instruments 

7:00-7:45 Registration and Continental Breakfast 

7:45-8:00 Welcome and Introduction 

8:00-9:00 1 hour ABO/COPE/NCLE  “Your mouth is moving but does your body agree?”  
           Sharon Carter   

9:00-10:00 1 hour ABO/CPC  “Creating a killer optical”    Sharon Carter 

10:00-10:30 Break 

10:30-12:30 2 hour ABO/CPC/CPOC  “Insurance filing and verification”  Sharon Carter 

12:30-3:00 Lunch and Exhibit Hall (Drawings and Prizes!) 

3:00-4:00   1 hour ABO/NCLE   “Arizona Rules & Regulations   David Lipkin, LDO  

4:00-5:00 1 hour ABO  “Digital Dispensing 101 (Hoya)”    Sharon Carter 

 

 

 

 

 

Reserve your room early.  Book your room prior to September 28, 2018 to get the low AADO rate of 
$109.00 Available while supplies last! 

  

 

 

Hotel Information 

Radisson Suites Tucson 

6555 E. Speedway Blvd. 

Tucson, AZ  85710 



AADO 
2018 Fall Educational Conference & Exhibit Hall    

Sunday, October 28, 2018 

 

Radisson Suites Tucson 

6555 E. Speedway Blvd.   Tucson, AZ  85710 

Reservations (520)721-7100 

 
Hotel reservations are on a first come, first served basis and is subject to sell out. 

 

CONFERENCE REGISTRATION 

 

EARLY REGISTRATION ENDS OCTOBER 10, 2018 

 

 ONLINE REGISTRATION AVAILABLE AT: www.aado.info  


Please print  

Last Name ______________________________________ First______________________________________ 

 

Home Address ________________________________City ________________ State _____ Zip____________  

 

Phone Number:  (________) ___________________ E-Mail _________________________________________  

 

Name of Employer __________________________________  Phone:  _________________________________ 

 

CONFERENCE REGISTRATION FEE INCLUDES: 

Continental Breakfast, CEC's, Luncheon and Exhibit Hall Admittance 

AADO MEMBERS (Please check) 

 

_____ Conference Registration   $85.00   $__________ 

_____ Continuing Education Credit       No Charge for AADO members**       $__________ 

_____ Late Fee if paid after 10/22/18  $25.00   $__________ 

      TOTAL PAID  $__________ 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- 

** NON-AADO MEMBERS 
Registration is required @ $85.00 plus $20.00 per CEC 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- 

AADO 12 MONTH MEMBERSHIP (Please check) 

 (If you have not had the opportunity to renew your AADO membership, or wish to start your AADO membership, 

please check the appropriate box below and send your payment with your AADO conference registration fees.) 

 

Is this a:   Renewal Membership __________              New Membership __________ 

 

____ Regular Membership (licensed) $70.00 ______ Associate Membership (non-licensed) $50.00 

____      Guest Lunch   $25.00 

 

METHOD OF PAYMENT 

Personal check (written to AADO), money order or credit cards are accepted.  (Please do not send cash.) 

 

CREDIT CARD:  VISA  MASTERCARD            Please circle one 

 

Email Address (Required to use credit card) __________________________________________ 

 

                        Card Number ____________________________     Exp Date _______    3 or 4 digit security code @ back of card __________ 

 

Name on Card ___________________________    Address and zip code for card_____________________________ 

 

Mail Registration to:                      Mary E. Teed, Executive Director 

                                                                                        AADO 

        440 N. Alvernon Way, Ste 101   Tucson, AZ. 85711 

                                                                           Phone (520) 327-6215  



COLOR CHANGES AS THE EYE AGES 

 

 

 

After about age 10, the crystalline lens gradually yellows as you age, a successful result of absorbing UV to 

protect the retina from UV radiation’s accumulated effects.  This increasing yellowness reduces illumination.  

This effect is also combined with a reduced sensitivity of the photoreceptors in the older adult’s eye.  As a 

result, your eye’s ability to perceive color can also change dramatically. 

At age 60, the amount of light reaching the photoreceptor cells of the retina is only one-third the amount 

seen at age 20.  This can affect a person’s ability to do everyday tasks.  It might become more difficult to see 

the difference between blue, green and red clearly. 

The brain tries to adjust to the diminished sensitivity to light.  But it also means that we require more light to 

see well.  We also become more sensitive to glare because for many, light entering the eye is more scattered 

rather than being focused precisely on the retina.  In the aged eye, opacities in the lens, a pre-cataractous 

lens and cloudy media can further scatter light rather than allowing the production of a sharp image. 

Combining these factors, some individuals have a harder time seeing clearly in every light condition and/or 

distinguishing between certain color shades.  Then, in presbyopia, the lens becomes less flexible, may have 

some opacities and the pupil constricts to increase the depth of focus of the eye by blocking the light 

scattered by the periphery of the cornea.  What in the past may have been just the right amount of light is no 

longer enough.  All of the previous results in less illumination for the photoreceptor cells.  You might ask, “Do 

patients notice the dimming of their world?” 

The brain and the way that it creates “vision” are quite amazing.  In dim light and/or as the lens yellows, the 

brain will correct for the reduced illumination by rebalancing color.  But without all the light it needs, some of 

the objects in the field will be too dark to distinguish details clearly.  The brain corrects for dim light but the 

definition of the leaves in the background is lost. 

The Purkinje effect reduces the transmission of red in the human eye.  The yellowing of the lens can dull the 

vibrancy of color and make distinguishing the differences of the shades of blues, greens and reds more diffi-

cult.  Aging reduces the eye’s effectiveness, and lenses can further complicate the effect. 

 

By Mark Mattison-Shupnick, ABOM as printed in the Nov /17 20/20 Magazine  

 

 

 

 

 

 



THE ARIZONA STATE BOARD EXAMS 

 

Practical Examinations are administered in March and September of each year.   Deadlines to submit the application 

for the examinations are 45 days prior to the examination date.  The Practical Exam is given at 1400 W. Washington, 

Phoenix, AZ in Room B-1. 

Examination dates for 2019:  March 6th, (with application due by January 18th) and September 4th, (with 

application  due by July 20th).   

Requirements to become a licensed optician in the State of Arizona: 

 Three (3) of the last six (6) years experience working as an optician. 

 Successful completion of ABO and NCLE exams. 

 High school graduate or equivalent. 

 Picture of yourself taken within the past six months. 

 Completed application and $100 fee. 

 2 letters verifying employment (in the field of opticianry) over the past six years. 

 3 letters attesting to good moral character. 

 Submit application and required documentation to sign up to take the state practical exam. 

For complete instructions and requirements— http://www.do.az.gov/licensing 

 BE YOUR OWN BOSS 

 

32 Year-old Optical Business for sale in  

Glendale, AZ 

Owner is retiring and would like a quick  

turn-around 

 

Serious inquiries may call 

(602) 978-3545 or 

(623) 826-9241 

Please ask for James 

Eyecoach Lab & Training Center provides an inter-

active training environment; where the local commu-

nity is given the opportunity to learn a rewarding, 

professional trade. 

Eyecoach; a place where optical professionals can 

learn to take current skills to the next level.  We elim-

inate competitive worries; because  when you put 

patient care first, practice growth follows. 

Eyecoach is also a private pay finishing lab that is 

absolutely the easiest lab to do business with.  We 

remove lab obstacles with a simple process so your 

team can focus on your practice and patient care. 

Together, Dave Kathe and Linda Atwood bring multi-

ple years of experience and a passion for excellence 

to the Arizona Optical Community. 

For more information; visit our website at 

www.eyecoachlab.com.  We would love to help you 

grow your practice. 



IS SPENDING TIME WITH PATIENTS A GOOD THING? 

 

Yes and No.   I have a love/hate relationship with time.  When viewed in the context of your practice, we 

can say that when optometrists or opticians spend more time with patients, it is mostly a good thing.  It is 

a positive factor until it goes too far and becomes boring or wasteful.  How do we know when that hap-

pens?  It is hard to put into words, but I know it when I see it.  You probably do too. 

As you evaluate your preferred general approach to frame selection, consider your market philosophy.  If 

your practice mission is to provide the highest quality eye care, then you should not expect staff to rush 

patients in optical.  You are offering premium service and that means letting the patient take all the time 

they want.  If your practice is positioned as a low-price optical outlet, then more self-service and less per-

sonal attention may be quite adequate. 

Tips for employees who are slow. 

Here are some ideas you can share with staff in your coaching sessions when appropriate: 

If you have an employee who talks too much or seems preachy, tell him that most people prefer a very 

simple and brief explanation about optical products.  Suggest that the employee try asking questions of 

the patient and then listen carefully.  Review that asking questions is the best way to sell product. 

Advise staff to not let the total number of frames being considered to be very large.  Ask the patient to 

eliminate frames as you go along and put them away.  There should never be a pile of frames on the ta-

ble. 

Think and talk about ordering multiple pairs from the very beginning.  Ask questions about the patient’s 

lifestyle and review the recommendations of the doctor.  Always mention early that the practice offers a 

large discount on each additional pair of glasses purchased today. 

Select all the frames needed.  I have heard experts say that it is best to do the lens design first then select 

frames, but I disagree.  The frame styling is more fun for the patient and I let it happen first.  Once we 

lock in all frames, it is much harder to not proceed with the order. 

If the patient wants to browse and take lots of time, it is fine for the optician to step back and let that 

happen.  I like our opticians to stay close enough to be available to answer questions and doing so also 

reduces that opportunity for shoplifting. 

The right amount of time to spend on an optical sale varies with each patient.  The lesson here is to be 

alert for clues from the patient about that and to adapt on the fly to meet their needs.  A great optician is 

flexible and can be super-fast or happy to provide plenty of detail. 

 

“Reprinted with permission from the Optometric Management Tip of the Week, published by Penta–

Vision LLC ©  2015 All right reserved.  To receive the Optometric Management Tip of the Week, log onto 

http://www.optometricmanagment.com/om mtotw.aspx and subscribe.” 



WRONG FRAME SYNDROME 

 

The patient came in frowning.  She was returning her glasses because the photochromic lenses didn’t 

darken.  After stepping outside, I handed back the glasses with darkened lenses.  I suggested that be-

cause the lenses take a few seconds to darken, and the rate of change was so subtle, she didn’t notice it.  

I expected a smile, but still frowning, she shook her head and told me she couldn’t see well with them.  I 

asked her to describe the problem.  “It just doesn’t feel right,” she answered.  After verification and 

some adjustments and more questions, she finally said she didn’t like the frame. 

Glasses are the most noticeable feature on a person’s face, making frame selection a very personal pro-

cess.  Combine that with hazy vision through dilated pupils, and we’re at risk for buyer’s remorse.  Once 

the glasses are made, we’re in a predicament.  We want a happy, satisfied patient, but not the expense 

of remaking glasses.  A couple things work occasionally in these situations.  When the patient insists that 

we “gave her the wrong frame,” remind her of the value of the frame and why she liked it – color, shape, 

light weight, etc.  Or show her other frames she considered and ask which frame she remembers se-

lecting.  Sometimes after reviewing other options, the patient realizes that the glasses she has actually 

are the best choice and feels she is the one who made the decision.  Validate that by reaffirming the 

frame’s features and benefits.   

Prevention is the best solution.  The longer the patient takes selecting a frame, the more likely they 

won’t like it later, leading to buyer’s remorse.  Confusion results as the patient tries on many frames and 

may not remember their final choice.  When the patient finds a frame they like, compare other choices 

to that one.  Like the exam room mantra, “Which is better, one or two,” if a new favorite is chosen, com-

pare others to that one.  In doing so, the patient repeatedly tries on the favorite frame, making it more 

memorable. 

Even better are apps like the ABS Smart Mirror for tablet.  With this app, you can take pictures of the pa-

tient in different frames.  The patient sees him or herself clearly and compares the pictures.  E-mail the 

pictures to the patient confirming the choice and to share with family and friends.  This adds fun to the 

process and can also take digital measurements.  

 

Taken from Nov/17 20/20 magazine by Linda Conlin, Managing Editor 

 

 



WHAT WOMEN WANT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ladies love it all AND want it all.  From designer and lifestyle brands with their familiar logos to the “one-

of-a-kind-esque” independent brands, she wants to see everything they have to offer.   Women wear 

their eyewear as a statement-making piece that transforms their wardrobe on a whim.  One is never 

enough for a fashion-forward lady constantly on the look out for the latest trends and newest choices.  

Keep her coming back for more basics. 

 

 

1. Borrow From the Boys 

       Encourage her to try on some men’s frames if she isn’t satisfied with your standard choices.  

 Many women prefer a more structured look because a CatEye isn’t for everyone. 

2. Best of Brands 

 Chances are she is familiar with the many different brands you have in stock.  Be sure to stock 

 up on current trends and shapes from your most popular brands so she always has new options. 

3. Upgrade her Outfit 

 Explain that she can easily spice up her look with a new piece of eyewear, which has the ability to 

 take an otherwise plain outfit to the next level.  

4. Age is Just a Number  

 Never force a woman to shop in one section of your store because you think she wouldn’t be in-

 terested in either a “younger” or “more mature” look.  Many women want to look refined, while 

 others like a fun, youthful frame. 

5. Family First 

 Many women unintentionally shop for their loved ones and children while they’re out making a 

 new purchase.  By allowing and encouraging her to browse the entire store—she might pick up 

 more than one frame. 

6. Switch Up Her Style 

 Ladies often have the urge to revamp their look every so often.  While men go for a new ward-

 robe or haircut, some just need a new pair of eyeglasses to freshen up their style.  Offer this ad-

 vice for someone who doesn’t want a drastic change...or a hefty credit card bill. 

  

  



 

UPDATE ON THE EFFORTS TO REPEAL THE BOARD OF DISPENSING 

OPTICIANS 

 

Dear AADO Member, 

 

The 53rd Legislature, Second Regular Session, has adjourned, Sine Die.  This was my eleventh session 

as a Lobbyist at the AZ State Legislature, and although we say every session is different, this session 

was marked by some significant events, not the least of which included a Special Session on Opioids, 

the ouster of a sitting House Member, and the March of the Teachers (RedforEd).  Throughout it all, 

we never took our eye off H2407, H2411 or the efforts to repeal the Board of Dispensing Opticians. 

By way of update, I want to let you know that H2407 Dispensing Opticians; Repeal of Regulation, 

the bill to repeal our regulatory board, never received a hearing in committee and again died this 

session.  However, Dispensing Opticians were eventually included in H2411 Health Professional Li-

censing Boards: Review.  Essentially it was the language from the second proposed amendment in 

House Health, but further amended by us to require the Board to consult with industry representa-

tives and licensees in its research of and comparison to other state regulation of opticians, and the 

preparation of the report for the Governor, House Speaker, Senate President and the Committee 

Charis for the House and Senate Health Committees by year’s end. 

Although the legislative Session has ended on a successful note, the work is not over.  I urge you to 

remain active and vigilant in this effort to control your professional destiny.  House Speaker 

Mesnard, Chairwoman Heather Carter, Chairwoman Nancy Barto and Representatives Regina Cobb, 

Jeff Weninger, Jay Lawrence and Brian Mitchell, and Senators Rick Gray and Kate Brophy McGee, 

among others, deserve a shout-out and any support you can offer them.  This is an election year, and 

aside from individual House and Senate seats, Leadership positions will be new next year.  Take a 

well-deserved congratulatory lap, but it is important to remain attentive and involved.   

I have enjoyed representing you and championing the cause.  Thank you for your trust and confi-

dence. 

 

Sincerely 

Lori J. Lustig 

Government Relations & Public Affairs 

 

Letter dated May 9, 2018 

 



 

REPORT VIOLATIONS BY ONLINE RETAILERS 

 

  AADO members or any optical employee who can document any online retailer filling an Rx before verifi-

cation, past an expiration date, substitutions or any other inappropriate practice, report these violations. 

 

The Arizona Association of Dispensing Opticians (AADO) - the American Optometric Association (AOA) and  

the Arizona Optometric Association (AZOA) is continuing to collect this data at  

StopillegalCLs@aoa.org and send evidence to  

drhanian@completevisioncare.com 

 

AADO, Questions Call 

Gary Scheer, President 

(520) 327-6215 

Gary@alvernonoptical.com 

 

 

AADO receives numerous calls from members and non members alike asking for clarification 

on Arizona State Board of Dispensing Opticians Continuing Education requirements.  We are 

happy to pass on this reminder:  Post this at your desk, on your fridge or keep it with your 

CEC’s . 

 

Each licensee shall submit documentation to the Board verifying that the licensee has com-

pleted 12 hours or more of continuing education, within each three year period.  Of the 

twelve hours of education, each licensee shall obtain at least: 

 

1. Four hours in eyeglass fitting and dispensing (ABO) 

2. Three hours in contact lens fitting and dispensing (NCLE) 

3. One hour in State or National Opticianry standards 

* (plus four other hours for a total of 12) 

Only ABO, NCLE or Board approved courses are acceptable. 



HAVE A LAUGH BEFORE YOU GO! 
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